How God Has Spoken in the Past

• Directly by **SPOKEN WORD** - (Patriarchs: Adam, Noah, Abraham, etc.)

• Directly by **WRITING** - (The Ten Commandments in stone)

• Directly by **VISIONS** and **DREAMS** - (Pharaoh, Samuel, Paul)

• Through **ANGELS** - (Abraham, Lot, Mary. Joseph)

• Through an **ANIMAL** - (Donkey speaking to Balaam)

• Through **PROPHETS** - (Isaiah, Jeremiah, etc.)

• Through the **HOLY SPIRIT** - (To the Apostles)

• Through **CHRIST** - (Christ’s words are the words of the Father)

• Through **MEN** given certain spiritual gifts of tongues & prophecy - upon whom
  the apostles had laid their hands)